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Abstract.  Scientific workflows are being developed for many domains as a 
paradigm to manage complex scientific computations.  In our work, we are 
challenged with efficiently generating and validating workflows that contain 
large amounts (hundreds to thousands) of individual computations to be 
executed over distributed environments.  We describe a new approach to 
workflow creation and validation that uses semantic representations to describe 
complex scientific applications in a data-independent manner, then 
automatically generates workflows of computations for given data sets, and 
finally maps them to available computing resources.  We have implemented this 
approach in Wings and used it to create workflows of thousands of 
computations, which are submitted to the Pegasus mapping system for 
execution over grid computing environments. 
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1   Introduction 

Scientific workflows are emerging as an effective paradigm to represent and 
manage complex scientific applications [10,19].  Scientific communities are sharing 
resources including data repositories, services, instruments, and computing resources 
[2,3,9].  Workflows provide an effective representation that captures how these very 
heterogeneous resources can be configured and assembled for a wide variety of 
purposes, and that facilitates the management of their execution in such distributed 
environments.  As sharing of data and resources increases in scientific communities, 
the creation and management of workflows is central to the future of scientific 
analysis and computations. 

Some scientific applications, notably in bioinformatics, are cast as workflows of 
web services in distributed environments.  These applications require support to 
discover, describe, compose, and execute workflows that are mapped to web services 
available in the execution environment.  Several workflow environments are 
successfully support scientists today in creating and managing these service-based 
workflows [18,21].   



Many other scientific applications do not use workflows composed of services.  
Instead, workflows are composed of jobs that perform computations on remote hosts 
in distributed environments through remote job submissions, utilizing data that reside 
in catalogs that are replicated in the execution environment, and creating data 
products that need to be stored back in those repositories.  The computations are 
nodes in the workflow, and the links in the workflow represent the data flow among 
computations.  Data is typically available in files, and each file is described with 
metadata attributes [22] that describe its properties (e.g., its creation date, the 
instrument used for collection, or the computation that created it, and other domain-
specific attributes).  Examples of workflow systems of this kind are Pegasus 
[6,7,8,4,5,13] and Kepler [18].  We refer to these workflows as computational 
workflows. 

Creating and validating these computational workflows is a very challenging 
enterprise.  Some of our prior work has addressed the design of intelligent workflow 
editors that assist users in creating valid workflows using AI planning techniques and 
semantic representations of workflow constituents [16].  However, in many scientific 
applications there is a need to scale up to data sets of thousands of elements. 

The goal of our work is the creation and execution of large scientific workflows 
that include in the order of hundreds or thousands of computations.  This paper 
presents a novel approach that exploits semantic representations of workflows to 
express repetitive computational structures in a compact manner, describe 
underspecified data collections, and process these representations to create workflows 
that can be then mapped to available resources for execution.  We have implemented 
this approach in Wings, and integrated it with Pegasus into an end-to-end workflow 
creation and execution system. 

We begin with a detailed motivation showing the nature of the complexity of 
creating large workflows of computations.  After reviewing related work, we present 
our approach and its implementation in Wings.  We finalize with a discussion and 
plans for future work. 

2   Motivation: Creating Very Large Scientific Workflows 

In our work, we distinguish three distinct stages in the creation of workflows [11].  
The first stage is to create workflow templates, which specify the high-level structure 
of the workflow in a data-independent representation.  The second stage is to create 
workflow instances (or workflows for short), which specify what data is to be used in 
the computation.  Workflow instances are independent of execution resources, that is, 
they can be mapped to any execution environment by binding tasks to available 
resources.  The third stage is to create an executable workflow, which specifies the 
data replicas to be used and their locations, the hosts where computation will occur, 
and the appropriate data movements across distributed locations.  These three stages 
allow us to manage the complexity of workflow creation by making the process more 
modular.   

The later stage of creation of executable workflows is done by Pegasus 
[6,7,8,4,5,13].  Pegasus performs automated mapping of workflows to execution 



resources and the management of their execution in distributed grid environments.  
Pegasus is now a production-level workflow mapping and execution engine that is 
being used in a variety of scientific applications and executes workflows in small, 
medium, and large size grid environments such as the Teragrid and the Open Science 
Grid [2,9].  What Pegasus users are currently lacking are general-purpose mechanisms 
to create and validate their very large workflows. 

Many scientific applications require the processing of dataset elements one at a 
time with identical computations.  Figure 1 shows on the left an example from our 
collaboration with the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) [20] and on the 
right an example of a workflow from statistical natural language processing [17].  The 
first workflow conducts the same kind of simulation for all ruptures of all faults being 
considered.  It can be iterated again for several sites.  Computation results are usually 
re-compiled in later steps to provide a summary view back to the scientist.  The 
second workflow reflects the parallel processing of a large corpus by breaking it up 
into smaller chunks.  The results from each chunk are re-compiled in later steps.  Both 
examples illustrate the regular structure that appears in many scientific workflows for 
processing large data sets.  Similar kinds of structures have been shown, for example, 
in workflows for creating image mosaics of astronomical data [7] and for finding 
clusters of galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [1].  In the coming years, 
workflows will continue to grow in data set size as well as complex interleaving of 
creation and execution.  Providing assistance in creating and managing these large 
workflows will be not only desirable but absolutely necessary. 

An on-going problem is that these kinds of workflows are created using ad-hoc 
scripts that specify each individual job, create meaningful identifiers for all new data 
products of the workflow, and weave the dataflow connections among the individual 
jobs.  The iterations across data sets are managed implicitly in the scripts.  If the 
workflow needs to be changed, or a new workflow needs to be created with some of 
the same components, new scripts have to be written.  This process is not very 
practical and is highly prone to error, so it does not scale well as the workflow size 
increases.  The validation of the resulting workflow is a challenge, mostly done by 
hand.  There should also be a way to specify that two separate collections of data used 
as input to the workflow should have the same cardinality, whatever that cardinality 
is, in order for the workflow to be valid. 

There are important issues regarding the coupling of the workflow creation and the 
workflow execution.  Ideally, the workflow should be completely specified in terms 
of the kinds of computations to be performed and the kinds of data to be created, but 
be independent of the choice of hosts and other resources allocated for execution.  It 
is desirable that the same workflow can be mapped at execution time to the resources 
that are available at that time, so this information should not be included in the 
workflow.  The Pegasus workflow mapping engine performs that kind of mapping, 
binding data descriptions to one of many possible replicas, selecting hosts to execute 
the computations, moving data to where computation will occur, and moving data 
products to data repositories.   This mapping engine can do a better job at reservation 
and provisioning of resources if the entire workflow structure is known ahead of 
execution.  It is useful for this reason to have the ability to generate as complete a 
description of the workflow and its anticipated computations and data ahead of the 
execution process. 
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(b) 

Fig. 1. Some examples of scientific workflows with hundreds or thousands of computations and 
data products, illustrating their regular structure in processing subsets of the data one at a time.  
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Execution requirements also influence the nature of the workflows.  Because many 
failures can arise when executing each workflow component (insufficient memory, 
full file system, code bugs, etc), the system must manage the recovery from those 
failures and figure out what remains to be executed in the workflow.  Workflows that 
have control constructs such as conditional branching and iteration are harder to 
manage because they require the execution system to have some persistent 
representation of their distributed execution state.  For these reasons, the workflows 
that we consider are structured as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) without control 
constructs.   

In summary, our goal is to support the creation and execution of scientific 
workflows that include hundreds or thousands of computational steps.  This requires:  

1. creating workflow descriptions that orchestrate large amounts of computations 
while ensuring that that are valid in that they respect data and computation 
constraints,  

2. handling data sets with many elements and manage the creation of iterative 
substructures in the workflow that process each of those elements, 

3. generating appropriate metadata descriptions for all the new data sets created 
during execution, and specifically full elaboration of workflow descriptions are 
required in order to submit for execution so the system can detect pre-existing 
intermediate data and avoid unnecessary recomputation. 

3   Approach 

To support the creation and validation of very large workflows, we have developed 
a new approach to represent and reason about workflows and their data so that: 

- workflow templates and instances are semantic objects, where all their 
components, links, data requirements, and data products are represented in 
ontologies with appropriate constraints among them, 

- data collections are specified with intensional descriptions in workflow 
templates and extensional descriptions in workflow instances, with 
appropriate relationships as a data set is concretely specified during the 
creation of a workflow instance from a workflow template, 

- intensional descriptions of node collections that offer appropriate 
abstractions for the repetitive structure of the workflows at the template 
level that can support reasoning about expanding those structures at the 
instance level once the data sets are specified  

 
There are several important benefits of this approach.  By making the description 

of a workflow template very compact through intensional descriptions of data sets and 
node sets, it is easier to create the basic structure of the workflow and validate it with 
smaller data sets.  By specifying declaratively data collections and their constraints 



and properties we can validate the input data as well as intermediate data products of 
the workflow.   

The next section describes our current implementation of this approach and 
illustrates the main ideas through examples. 

4   Wings for Pegasus 

Wings implements the approach outlined above by supporting the creation of 
workflow templates and instances, which are then submitted to Pegasus to create 
executable workflows.  Figure 2 gives an overview of the system.  Notice that 
workflow templates and instances can be created by different users. Experienced 
scientists can create templates that comply with widely-accepted analyses that reflect 
valid scientific methodologies.  Less experienced users can perform many analyses 
with different kinds of data by creating and executing workflow instances.  A 
Composition Analysis Tool (CAT) assists users during template creation by checking 
that the template is valid and making suggestions based on the constraints and 
definitions in the ontologies.  An early version of this tool can be found in [16]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Overview of the Wings/Pegasus Architecture. 

In Wings, workflow templates and instances are semantic objects and so are their 
components (nodes), the links among them, and the data generated by workflows. All 
are accessible in a central repository, although we envision more distributed 
approaches in future versions (e.g., [23]).  We use OWL-DL as the representation 
language, and Jena as the underlying reasoner. 
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Data is represented as individual files that can be grouped into file collections.  
Nested collections are also supported. All the items within a collection must have a 
common type.  The core definitions of the file ontology are: 

• File: Represents the basic File class. 
• DataCollection is used to represent a collection of objects (either files or other 

collections). These are the subtypes of DataCollection:  
• CollOfDataCollection: A collection of data collections. 
• FileCollection: A collection of Files 

Computations (codes) are represented as workflow components.  They can process 
several inputs and several outputs (each with its own unique id).  A given input or 
output can take an entire data set.  Components are organized in hierarchies of 
component types. The core definitions of the component ontology are: 

• ComponentType: This is the top-level class of component types.  A 
Component is an instance of this class and corresponds to an actual code that 
can be run. 

• ComponentCollection: This represents a collection of components. It uses the 
property hasComponentType to specify the type of components in this 
collection. 

ComponentCollection is used in nodes to indicate iterations over file collections. 

Nodes in a workflow represent the component to be executed.  A node in a 
workflow template can contain a single component or a component collection. A 
component collection is an intensional set of components, and will be expanded with 
concrete jobs when workflow instances are created.  The definitions of nodes, and 
components are as follows: 

• Node: Represents a node in the workflow. Uses a property hasComponent to 
specify the component that the node contains.  Its range can be a any subclass 
of ComponentType or a ComponentCollection 

A link in a workflow template carries data, and the type of data being carried must 
be consistent with the output data type of the origin node and the input data type of 
the destination node.  Consequently, a link can carry single files or file collections.  
Links are defined as follows: 

• Link: Represents a generic link in the workflow. It uses the properties 
hasDestinationNode and hasOriginNode to identify the destination and 
origin nodes respectively of the link. It also uses the properties 
hasDestinationFileDescription and hasOriginFileDescription to indicate the 
specific input/output for the components in the origin/destination nodes that 
this link connects. It has the following subclasses: 

o InputLink: These links do not have an origin node 
o InOutLink: These links must have an origin node and a destination 

node. 
o OutputLink: These links do not have a destination node.  

 
 



CreateAbbreviatedWorkflowInstance  
  Inputs: WorkflowTemplate tw, InputLinks Ilinks 
  Output: Binding set for all Skolems in tw 
    Assign ILinks to LinksToProcess. 
    While LinksToProcess is not empty 
       Remove one from LinksToProcess and assign it to L1. 
       Let F1 be the file Skolem that is associated with the link L1. 
    If F1 isn't already bound (check Bindings Map) 
        If L1 is an Input link,  
           Get file metadata from the user or file server 
           Create new file in the file Library, FL1 
           Bind File F1 to FL1, (assign F1 => FL1 in the Binding set) 
       If L1 is an InOut Link or Output Link, 
          Generate metadata automatically via propagation. 
          Create new file in the Library, OFL1 
          Bind File F1 to OFL1, (assign F1 => OFL1 in the Binding set) 
    If all the links that L1 depends on have been processed 
        For each link L2, that is dependent on L1, Add L2 to LinksToProcess 
    Assign destination node of link L1 to N1. 
    If all the inputs to N1 have been bound,  
        Add all links with N1 as the origin node to LinksToProcess 
 
CreateWorkflowInstance  
  Inputs: WorkflowTemplate wt, Bindings bindings 
  Output: WorkflowInstance wi 
    For each Node N1 in the template wt, 
        For each input file IF1 to N1,  
            Get the Library File IBF1 from bindings, and replace IF1 as input to N1 
        Do similarly for each output OF1 
    Get the component C1, contained by N1. 
        If C1 is a collection,  
            Get number of items n in the collection from the number of items in input/output files for N1. 
            Iterate n times, iteration i : 
                Create job J1, with id = concatenate name of N1 with 'i' 
                For each input IF1 to node N1, 
                    if IF1 is a Collection, then assign 'i-th' element of IF1 as an input to J1 (iteration) 
                   otherwise assign IF1 itself as an input to J1 (constant) 
                Do similarly for each output OF1 
       If C1 is not a collection, 
          Create job J1, with id = name of N1.    
            For each input IF1 to node N1,  
                if IF1 is a Collection, then assign 'i-th' element of IF1 as an input to J1 (iteration) 
                otherwise assign IF1 itself as an input to J1 (constant) 
            Do similarly for each output OF1 
 
Fig. 3. The algorithms to generate abbreviated and elaborated workflow instances 

in Wings. 

Workflow templates are defined as including nodes that can be collections and 
links that can carry collections as well.  This is done using the property hasFile of a 
link.  Because we need to assert properties of these data collections, we need to 
represent them in the a-box as instances.  Therefore, the data collections carried in the 
links are represented with Skolem instances, that is, instances that stand in for the 
actual data to be used in the instance.  Properties and constraints can be asserted of 
these Skolem instances, which is important to validate the workflow.  This requires 
that the entire workflow template is described with instances.   



Workflow instances are specified by binding the inputs of a workflow template to 
specific data sets.  Note that this is an abbreviated specification of a workflow 
instance.  Wings must then expand it to specify all the nodes that are to be executed.  
The algorithm for creating fully expanded workflow instances is shown in Figure 4.  
Finally, the workflow instance is expanded further to add other information required 
by the Pegasus mapping and execution system. 

Throughout the creation of the workflow instances, Wings propagates metadata 
information for all new data products.  The metadata handling aspects of Wings are 
described in [23], which describes this same algorithm in terms of how new metadata 
is generated for all new data products of the workflow.   

We have used Wings to create workflows for several applications.  One kind of 
workflow is for rule pruning, as part of a statistical machine translation process.  The 
template is shown in Figure 5.  We created workflows of several dozen nodes that 
were then mapped by Pegasus and submitted for execution.  A more recent 
application is seismic hazard analysis, where a workflow template of two dozen nodes 
was elaborated into a workflow instance of almost 8,000 nodes and sent to Pegasus 
for execution.  This application is very complex and is described in detail in [23]. 

5   Conclusions 

We have described a new approach to creating and validating very large scientific 
workflows that handle data sets through computational steps that are executed in 
distributed grid environments.  Our approach uses semantic descriptions of workflow 
templates and workflow instances where all their constituents are semantic objects 
that are described with properties and workflow level constraints.  Once a workflow 
template is created and validated by an experienced user, it is easy for more junior 
scientists to create sophisticated analyses simply by specifying input data for pre-
defined templates.  The system ensures that the input data specified is appropriate 
given the definitions in the workflow template, and automatically generates a 
workflow instance that can be mapped to execution resources.  We have implemented 
this approach in the Wings system, and is fully integrated with the Pegasus workflow 
mapping system. Augmenting workflows with semantic descriptions also enables 
searches of previous instances or templates in cases where a “similar” analysis is 
sought. A scientist may want to find out if someone else has come across a particular 
problem or used a particular methodology.  The explicit representations of the 
workflow templates and instances support result reproducibility. Templates provide a 
means of systematically and diligently describing the high-level analytical steps 
involved.  Workflow instances created from those templates are valid since they 
follow established methodology (as described in the template) and the data complies 
with the constraints expressed in the workflow. 
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